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THE NEW MASCULINE/FEMININE ENERGETIC BALANCE 
 
 
Trance Channeling begins  
 

 Welcome!  
 
It is amusing for us to observe the level of resistance, on Planet Earth, to the new 
balance of the masculine and feminine energies.  You resist this, as you are more 
familiar with, and more accustomed to, imbalances within self!  Imbalance, to most of 
you, seems the norm. 
 
You already know that the masculine is the initiative, and the feminine the creative. 
Though there is still a ‘time lag’ between the two for you, the children of today work 
with both simultaneously. 
 
Let us discuss what is now taking place.  Each one of you is reviewing, at a higher level, 
and at break-neck speed, the imbalances of both aspects within self.  We now refer to 
the imbalances you have in all your concurrent lifetimes. 
 
You will not be able to keep up with this process in your conscious mind, as you are 
processing millions of these aspects in a second. You could liken this process to a 
computer, working at high speed, to complete a scan of its own components. 
 
You will, therefore, not get a clear picture of what is happening; but from time to time, 
you will start to get flashes of aspects of self, particularly ones that are in complete 
masculine and/or feminine imbalance.  Some may pertain to this lifetime, and some to 
others. 
 
You may start getting flashes of aspects of self that are imbalanced, devious, dictatorial, 
controlling, confused, and so on.  All of this is fine: allow these images to come up, and 
accept them as integral experiences of the self, without judgment. 
 
This way, you are assimilating them fully.  If you resist them, you might find yourself 
tempted to act upon them, which may not be appropriate for current self. 
 



Similarly, over the next few months, you may find yourselves experiencing moods and 
emotions that feel unfamiliar.  A habitually calm person, for example, may find himself 
touching unfamiliar anger and irritation. A pacifist may find violent thoughts and 
feelings arising within self. 
 
Embrace these aspects of self, acknowledge their validity in your overall existence, and 
assimilate them. 
 
We are, of course, not urging you to act them out.  But if you embrace them, you will 
not need to do so.  You will simply be balancing out the masculine and feminine 
energies within self. 
 
You may also experience wonderful aspects of self, such as heroism and courage.  
Paradoxically, you may find these even harder to acknowledge and assimilate; but 
please do so! 
 
If we resist all of this, will it take us into a space of relative imbalance? 
 

 Yes it will, because once again you will be suppressing an aspect of self that self has 
dredged up for assimilation. Resistance will only make you feel more emotionally and 
physically depleted. 
 
Would you give us a vision of what it would be like, if we fully recalibrate the new Us? 
 

 Full and total recalibration is unlikely to ever be achieved by the Human Race, but 
you desire to work towards it! 
 
In a perfect scenario, your physical bodies would come into perfect energetic balance 
and alignment.  Your organs would work in perfect harmony with self and the Universe. 
If there was even a temporary imbalance in one organ, the others would conspire to 
bring it into balance: there would be no disease.  You would simultaneously be alerted 
to the emotional imbalance bringing about that discomfort, and you would instantly 
address the issue and right it. 
 
Your bodies would start communicating not only with self, but with all others around 
you.  You would instantly ‘pick up’ on the moods, feelings and emotions of all around 
you.  This deep understand of another would help you empathize with them so fully that 
there would rarely be any kind of conflict.  You would understand them as you 
understand yourself. 
 
This does not mean that there would be ‘total peace’ on earth; as emotional ripples are 
necessary for your evolution; but they would rarely go beyond that.  There would be no 
war.  
 



A world government would then come into play. Food, water and resources would be 
joyously distributed the world over. A world currency would evolve. Citizens would care 
for one another; without seeing a separation in country, colour, cast or creed. They 
would see themselves as world citizens. 
 
Other physical changes would also take place: your skin would begin to actually glow 
with the higher frequency of energies coursing through you.  The inner 
masculine/feminine balance would bring about more homogenous physical features. 
Men and women would truly understand and respect each other to a greater degree, as 
they would be more in touch with those aspects within self. 
 
Full and fluid communication with self, and with all around you, would be prevalent.  
You would not only be able to use physical and telepathic communication, but you 
would also sense all around you.  You would be open to communication with other 
species, on earth and around the Universe. 
 
Your empathy with other species on your planet itself would ensure that nothing would 
go into imbalance.  You would work towards reversing the imbalances previously caused 
by over-hunting or over-fishing, and you would joyously work with Planet Earth, and not 
against her. 
 
Your fear levels, and worthlessness would diminish, and you would see yourselves as 
the truly magnificent species that you are. 
 
Only if we were totally recalibrated? 
 

 No! It is unlikely that the human race will reach 100% in this; but even if you would 
move into a space of 80%, you would be wonderful magnificent human beings.   
 
What is our current percentage? 
 
35% 
 
In general, the entire human race needs to examine its imbalances in the masculine and 
the feminine aspects of self.  This balance shifts, moment to moment: you may be 
relatively balanced on a certain day, and then you allow a conflict with your partner to 
throw this akilter. 
 
Currently, you swing wildly: from a 90% to a 10% balance.  As you now work at this, 
using the new Universal energies, you will slowly begin to reduce this wide margin, so 
that you do not drop down so low. 
 
Remember, these energies only offer you the opportunity to touch your power and 
reduce this imbalance; they will not do the work for you. 



 
Observe what is currently happening in many countries: corruption, which is now so 
rampant, is a complete imbalance of both the masculine and feminine aspects of self.  If 
the creative feminine energies were flowing, there would be no desire to be greedy and 
self-serving.  If the initiative masculine energies were flowing, there would only be steps 
taken to joyously distribute opportunities and wealth. 
 
Now, using this example, when a person resists the upgrade of both the masculine and 
feminine, he spirals further into corruption.  Inner lack leads him towards further greed.  
At some point he will hit rock-bottom, and then he will have to examine this in his life 
and make a shift. 
 
The petrol prices went up because of this, and the dollar went up?? 
 

 This is all part of the process just described.  You will also notice personality traits of 
individuals, groups and communities, all magnifying.  A gossip, for example, will find his 
need to gossip increasing.   
 
All aspects of self, be they what you term ‘positive’ or ‘negative’, will start magnifying.  
This must now happen, as you are being invited by self to examine them, and to use 
your power to make whatever shifts you choose. 
 
In the past, when planet Earth attracted to herself new Universal energies, you were 
influenced by them, whether or not you consciously desired to be.  Now, your power is 
so strong that you can reside here and choose not to access these magnificent gifts, if 
that is your will.  And if you don’t, you will simply be ‘the loser’. 
 
As children, your parents continually urged you to ‘eat the right things’.  As energetic 
adults, you are now faced with a magnificent buffet: the choice is entirely yours 
whether you wish to nourish yourself, or to starve. 
 
Because of this, you will now observe different people evolving at very differing rates.  
Groups like yours, for example, who thirst for knowledge and self-awareness, will attract 
to self every opportunity to avail of this. 
 
Other groups that choose to experience separation and bigotry will take themselves 
further down that chosen path. 
 
Opportunities are given to each person to shift or change, at will; so no one is ever 
‘abandoned’ by self or by the Universe.  But this desire and the impetus to change, to 
grow and to evolve, HAS to come from within. 
 



Upto now, you have had a split within self: the higher soul has always worked for the 
betterment of self; and the incarnated aspect has been allowed to grow slowly, at its 
own pace, often making incorrect choices for self. 
 
Now, you are needed to align the incarnated self with the expanded self, so that there is 
absolutely no differentiation between the two.  There must now be only one Self.  If you 
continue to hold onto the separation, you will only experience further discomfort and 
schizophrenia.  
 
Does the timing of the current Queen’s celebrations have something to do with this?  On 
the one hand, there is deep austerity in that country; and on the other, people from 
around the world seem to be coming together, to celebrate in love and togetherness. 
 

 You are quite correct. Britain still contains, in its energetic structure, aspects of its 
past rigidity, its desire to control others. 
 
Dear friends, do not misunderstand this statement.  Even though its current citizens 
may not feel this way anymore, an energetic residue of its past is still contained in their 
cellular structure.  The collective consciousness of the people of that country now 
wishes to rid itself of this. 
 
The country will therefore create, for self, events like this celebration, and the upcoming 
Olympics, to offer its inhabitants the opportunity to joyously embrace the oneness of 
all, regardless of cast, creed, ethnicity or sexual preference. 
 
The Royal collective, and particularly the Queen herself, are receiving this upgrade at an 
even great intensity. 
 
Although the family has made attempts to ‘move with the times’ and to popularize and 
humanize their image; the institution is still energetically stuck.  Princess Diana was a 
major force in initiating this shift. 
 
Though they were not conscious of this, the recent celebration was a major energetic 
blow to the family.  Interestingly enough, the Duke is more open to shifts than the 
Queen; hence he was temporarily kept away, while she received the full energetic blast 
of it.   You would even have noticed her unconscious resistance to this, had you 
examined her various close-ups on TV. 
 
Should she continue to resist, she will suffer ill health.  She needs to fully and openly 
embrace the ‘new’ Britain that is unfolding before her. 
 
Do not judge her, dear friends, do not judge her!  Respect her. A world leader or a 
religious leader personifies and embodies the resistance of the group. 
 



As the Queen ‘cracks’, she takes on the brunt of the energies for her people, and then 
they, in turn, start to crack. 
 
Please note that this has no bearing on whether a leader is corrupt or not; energetically 
he only assumes that position if he is willing to do this for those who he governs or 
leads. 
 
 
 
 
 
 As we start this process of balancing our masculine and feminine energies, how are we 
affecting Planet Earth?  What is she going through? 
 

 Planet Earth is doing the same, but in a different way.  You work predominantly 
through emotion; she works through an energetic recalibration of self.   
 
Planet Earth, due to her love of her inhabitants, has allowed certain aspects of her own 
‘physical body’ to go into imbalance; as these imbalances have served some of her 
children. 
 
Let us illustrate this statement with an example: slavery, as you well know, existed in 
various parts of the world for many centuries.  This had to be allowed, to help the 
human consciousness evolve into an understanding of individual and civil rights. 
 
For this kind of intense bigotry to exist, say, in America’s Deep South, planet Earth had 
to allow her energies in that area to be completely imbalanced to support this.  Were 
they in full balance, this bigotry would not have been so fuelled. 
 
She does the same with her energies, to support the corruption and greed in your 
country, and in others as well. 
 
Now, she is also beginning to even out her masculine and feminine imbalances, which 
she has created to support your growth and learning.  In this process, she may need to 
explode a certain area, or create an earthquake. 
 
As she starts to right her imbalances, those who inhabit the areas will also be provoked 
to do the same with theirs. 
 
At the same time, she is also releasing, from her core centre, new energetic impulses of 
rebirthing.  These could be likened to solar flares: yet they are earth flares.  These flares, 
when they explode, will shift the consciousness of a group  or an area.  They have 
already begun. 
 



You spoke earlier of world leaders and their group energetic responsibility.  Does this 
also apply to leaders of small groups? 
 
Most definitely.  The head of a household does the same for his immediate family.  And 
let us assure you that ‘the energetic head of the household’ does not necessarily mean 
the father or the breadwinner: it could be a newborn baby. 
 
 

BLESSINGS, JOY, LOVE AND LIGHT FROM THE ENERGIES OF MAHA AVATAR BABAJI 
 

BLESSINGS, LOVE, JOY AND THE EMBRACE OF ARCHANGEL MICHAEL 
 

JOY AND THE EMBRACE OF THE SAI. 
 

BLESSINGS, LOVE, AND AWAKENING FROM THE MOHAMMED. 
 
 
                             ********************************************** 
 
 
 
 


